SondeCAM HD is a powerful underwater camera ideal for fishermen of all levels, fishery managers and researchers looking to profile submerged structures and identify fish habitat and species. The camera features the latest low-lux image sensor for clear color, high definition visuals in various light conditions.

An integrated WiFi module allows for streaming on mobile devices using the complimentary SondeCAM app. Underwater video is viewed in real time, recorded and shared directly on any supported smartphone or tablet. SondeCAM HD connects to a variety of popular fishfinders, displaying underwater video directly on existing electronics — no additional video screen required.

SondeCAM HD is machined from a solid billet of marine-grade aluminum and hard-coat anodized, making it the most robust underwater fishing camera on the market.

Warranty
FishSens Technology warrants products against defects in materials or workmanship for a period of 12 months from the date of delivery to the original customer. This warranty is limited to the replacement or repair of such defects, without charge, when the product is returned to FishSens Technology. Damage due to accidents, misuse, tampering, lack of reasonable care, loss of parts, failure to perform prescribed maintenance, or accidents of nature are not covered. This warranty excludes all other warranties, express or implied, and is limited to a value not exceeding the purchase price of the product.

Visit fishsens.com/register to complete product registration.

Getting Started
Connect the SondeCAM HD according to the diagram.

Power
The power connection can be made directly to the boat battery or to an auxiliary 12V supply.

Device Interface
Download the SondeCAM mobile app and follow on-screen instructions.

WiFi Connectivity
In the mobile device’s settings menu, turn WiFi on and select the SondeCAM HD network.

Fishfinder Connectivity
Connect the SondeCAM HD to composite video input and power the fishfinder.

WARNING
Connecting the battery in reverse can cause permanent damage to the SondeCAM HD and/or fishfinder.

It is recommended to externally fuse the SondeCAM HD prior to operation.

Prolonged exposure to direct sunlight can result in high internal temperatures and permanent damage to the SondeCAM HD.

Visit fishsens.com for further information.